
Submission Porirua City Proposed District Plan - Number 30 

Introduction - Jeremy Collyns - Rural landowner in Porirua City for 

40 years , forest business owner , carbon farmer and conservationist . 

 

The land we own is 40 Ha . Half is in planted forest plantation and the 

remaining half is in established native forest . This native forest has been 

covenanted with the Queen Elizabeth National Trust , one of the first in 

the country , being covenanted in 1983 . This block of native forest has 

been fenced and extensive pest animal and weed control being carried out 

since covenanted . 

 

Since it contains a number of rare and threatened native plants it has been 

identified a Key Native Ecosystem under Greater Wellington Council . 

This being unusual since it is on private land , most KNE  being on 

council owned land. 

 

One of KNE land goals is " High value biodiversity areas are protected"  

This block of forest and neighbouring forest forms one of the larger 

private owned forest blocks in Porirua City. 

 

Not only is the bush areas protected under covenants ,Queen Elizabeth 

the Second Act 1977 , it also has KNE protection as well under the 

Resource Management Act 1991 . 

 

The planted forest is sandwiched between both covenanted bush blocks  

To over come access , harvesting ,  and future house and farm building 

dreams, we negotiated our open space covenant agreement to allow us to 

carry on doing those activities under the agreed terms  . This was written 

and signed by both parties and has worked well for almost 40 years. This 

has allows  us to develop the forestry business with first harvest 

completed and to conserve the native forest to a high standard . This also 

would allow house and farm building in the future in the covenanted land.  

 

With the new SNA rules this open space agreement has these existing 

property rights taken away without any compensation for there loss . 

This is a financial hit, with existing and future landowners unable to build 

a house on the only house site being in the SNA/covenanted bush block.  

 

This also causes harvest problems with the access road being though the 

bush block and the load out truck site being also in the SNA area by the 

main road . Repairing this access road after a storm event could be 

problematical under the SNA rules but possible with the open space 

agreement . This would leave us with no access to our forest if the road is 



damaged in a weather event with it being unable to be repaired or 

rerouted under the new  SNA rules are imposed . The main skid site at the 

top has not been replanted and is regenerating back into native .It adjoins 

the covenanted area and could be included as SNA land in any future 

revisions of the plan making it in operative .  

 

These new SNA rules with the above issues will also affect the sale value 

of our property in a severe manner due to the problems of not being able 

to build a house and to continue a forestry business with harvesting and 

access being potential  problems for future land owners and our selves  

 

The solution to this problem would be as we outlined in our 

submission to exclude the existing Queen Elizabeth National Trust 

Covenants from the SNA list but include in a separate schedule that 

they are protected and covered by a open space covenant and 

covered by the covenant documents rules . 

 

This view was supported by the Council and its advisers when meeting 

with Rural Residents November 2000 ( meeting notes attached ) 

This has been the only public consultation under taken by council on the 

Ecological Site Survey out of which came the SNA site maps . 

I would like to draw your attention to the last page of the meeting notes  

: Council involvement in land protection and the perceived advantages of 

QII covenants ( remove Council from the equation ) :  

 

The covenanted protected areas have stronger rules in there protection 

with the trust ,than outlined in the council SNA rules .There condition is 

checked every two years by the National Trust and any breaches of the 

covenant agreement enforced.    

 

This at no cost to the council .By removing that extra layer of 

bureaucracy by having  the SNA rules removed from covenanted land 

makes management of the property much easier for the land owner and 

the council . 

 

A further example of this is the boundaries of the trust covenants are 

surveyed and placed on the land tile . They are usually fenced and very 

clear to the landowner where they start and finish .  

Unlike the SNA land mapping boundaries which are set from a deck top 

study taken from aerial photographs at a point of time . ( Refer to photo 

attached showing planted forest in the SNA area) This photo shows a area 

of planted forest in a area of indigenous forest . This area has been 

included in the SNA land map along with planted timber trees including 



eucalyptus , Blackwoods and native timber trees planted for future 

harvest . This area is not in the covenanted land area . With the land being 

designated SNA we would be unable to harvest especially the planted 

native timber trees . 

With our replanting of plantation forest  there are areas of forest which 

did not establish and now regenerated into native forest . In order to 

harvest again we  need to fell into and haul trees through these areas . 

With the present SNA  mapping we feel that over the course of the forest 

rotation ,30 years , the boundaries of the SNA land could change to 

include these areas making harvesting trees impossible . With this was the 

unanswered question of native forest regeneration under planted forest .  

With the meeting notes enclosed you can see what was agreed 20 years 

ago with the council and landowners there are sections which been 

ignored by council with the new proposed district plan which would 

answer and solve the above questions and problems . 

 

The commitment outlined in Councils Public Consultation Letter dated 

2000 has removed any trust in the council I had as a land owner in 

honouring its commitments outlined in both the letter and agreed meeting 

notes with the present proposed District Plan.    

           

The section ECO-P7 of the plan requires the council to encourage and 

support landowners to protect , restore and maintain areas of indigenous 

vegetation. 

With the separation of the covenanted land from the SNA land list into its 

own schedule it meets the above goals as below.  

 By encouraging land owners into covenants gives these landowners 

owner ship of there conservation efforts in carrying out there fencing 

maintenance , weed and pest animal control . 

This gives certainty to land owners that the boundaries of the surveyed 

covenanted land is under stood by both council and landowner and fixed 

in time .  

The land owner can then opt in with further land being covenanted . 

There choice to protect and not made compulsory as under the SNA rules 

by council  .   

Further to this the council would be able to give rate relief to the 

landowners with covenants to meet the objects of this section .  

 

A win win  for conservation , landowner and council .      

 

We as a family over a period of 40 years have invested a great deal in 

both time and money in fencing the bush areas and in pest animal and 

weed control to now find that the property rights out lined in the open 



space covenant agreement we enjoyed before, have now been taken away 

with the SNA rules in the proposed district plan . 

This was highlighted when we found that the council had renamed our 

rear covenant . This is named : David John Collyns Covenant : set out in 

our covenant agreement and registered on our land tile . This was because 

my father spend many hours fencing and under taking pest control in this 

area  . We would like this returned by the council and the legal name 

restored on the SNA maps. 

The SNA rules place restrictions on both the right to build and 

development of our roading and harvest infrastructure as set out in the 

open space agreement . 

With these property rights being removed we feel we are being punished 

for all this hard conservation work finically when if we had not done this 

work the bush block would no longer be in existence and the problem 

gone . 

 

We ask you to consider this submission and consider the costs and 

problems this will cause , as a family if these rules are imposed on us and 

solutions offered we feel will remedy this misjudged legalisation .   

The failure of the council to complete field surveys as promised in 2000 

has led to many of the problems above . In fact if the council had 

followed through on the action points outlined in meeting notes and the 

letter attached from 2000 the council would still have the trust of the 

landowners involved in this process  

As to the field survey promised by the council at this time ,  this was not 

done . This is also a requirement of one of the four criteria outlined in the 

Draft National Policy Statement Indigenous Biodiversity to carry out 

field survey with in two years  . The council has since 2000 to carry out 

these field surveys but have failed to do so . 

This casts doubt on the value of the desk top survey which I will outline 

in my next submission .   

 

Relief Sought   

Change the policy ECO-P3 to recognise that QEII covenanted areas are 

already covered by there on set of conditions and these will become the 

conditions under which they managed under this policy.  Again rate relief 

will continue and strengthen where possible . 

 

The SNA's that are covered by this chapter are contained in SCHED7- 

Significant Natural Areas.  Where the SNA is located in an urban 

allotment as defined under s76(4C) of the RMA, further detail of the 

SNA is set out in SCHED8- Urban Environment Allotments. 

Thank you, Jeremy Collyns 
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